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of the quadriceps femoris muscle
using magnetic resonance and ultrasound imaging
Measurement

M Walton, N Roberts, G H Whitehouse

measurement of mid thigh circumference
using a tape measure provides an indirect
method of measuring muscle, but has poor
reproducibility and all compartments of the
thigh (namely bone, muscle, fat) are included
in the measurement.8 There is a need for accurate and reproducible direct methods for muscle morphometry.
Imaging techniques are available which permit the estimation of the cross sectional area of
individual muscles or muscle groups. Static
B-mode ultrasound has been used in many
morphometric studies of the human quadriceps muscle.`' The technique is reputed to be
highly operator dependent, and this is likely to
affect both accuracy and repeatability in
muscle morphometry.9 Traditional methods
for the quantification of muscle cross sectional
area from ultrasound images include planimetry and the use of digitising tablets.
However, these methods are time consuming
and prone to operator bias. In addition, there is
no optimisation of the workload required to
achieve a volume estimate with known precision. In recent years, such equipment has
become obsolete and there has been a need to
look to other imaging modalities for quantifying skeletal muscle. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is now regarded as the premier
modality for the imaging of human skeletal
muscle and for muscle morphometry.'01' Unlike computed tomography, MRI does not
require the exposure of the patient to ionising
radiation.1
Stereological methods permit the estimation
of cross sectional area and volume to a known
precision and the estimates are always unbiased. The stereological method for estimating
the volume of an object is named after
Bonaventura Cavalieri.1' Volume is estimated
(Br_JSports Med 1997;31:59-64)
by systematically sectioning an object with parallel planes a known distance apart and the
Keywords: Cavalieri method; magnetic resonance imag- application of a mathematical formula.4 15
ing; muscle; stereology; ultrasound.
Skeletal muscle typically has an irregular
profile, particularly in the extremities. Many
Measurement of the cross sectional area and methods of quantification involve the use of an
volume of the human quadriceps femoris mus- arbitrarily selected geometric configuration.6 17
cle is useful for monitoring the effects of Since stereology makes no assumption regardimmobilisation on the musculature of the ing the geometric configuration of an object, it
lower limb resulting from trauma, disease, or is a method particularly suited to the quantifiaging," as well as assessing the response of the cation of human skeletal muscle.
muscle to physiotherapy and muscle bulk
The purpose of this study was to apply the
building programmes in sport.` Although Cavalieri method in conjunction with modern
there is a direct relationship between the cross MRI techniques to obtain unbiased estimates
sectional area of a muscle and its ability to gen- of the cross sectional area and volume of the
erate force,67 force measurements are of human quadriceps muscle with a known precilimited value in evaluating muscle strength if sion and to compare the MRI results with
the limb involved is painful or immobilised and those obtained using more conventional static
evaluation of muscle strength must therefore B-mode ultrasound imaging in conjunction
rely on measurements of muscle size. The with the Cavalieri method.

Abstract
Objectives-To define a method for
measurement of the cross sectional area
and volume of the quadriceps femoris
muscle using magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) in conjunction with stereology, and
to compare the results of measurements
obtained by the MRI method with those
obtained by the conventional method of
static B-mode ultrasound in order to
evaluate whether MRI is a reliable alternative to ultrasound.
Methods-A preliminary MRI study was
undertaken on a single female volunteer in
order to optimise the scanning technique
and sampling design for estimating the
muscle volume using the Cavalieri
method. Ten healthy volunteers participated in the method comparison study.
Each volunteer underwent static B-mode
ultrasonography, immediately followed by
MRI. The cross sectional area of the
quadriceps femoris was estimated at the
junction of the proximal one third and
distal two thirds of the thigh, and seven
systematic sections of the thigh were
obtained in order to estimate muscle
volume by both modalities.
Results-Seven sections through the muscle are required to achieve a coefficient of
error of 4-5%. There was no significant
difference in the cross sectional area estimates or volume estimates when ultrasound and MRI were compared.
Conclusion-Muscle cross sectional area
and volume can be measured without bias
by MRI in conjunction with stereological
methods and the method is a reliable
alternative to static B-mode ultrasound
for this purpose.
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Figure 1 (A) Test system used to estimate the cross sectional area of the muscle sections on the ultrasound and MR
images. The test area per test point (alp cm2) used in equations 1 and 2 is the area of the small square shown in the bottom
right hand corner, namely the square of the distance between the test points. In practice a similar test system was applied
under computer control for the MR images and manually for the ultrasound images. (B) Test system superimposed on an
image of the quadriceps muscle obtained using MR (Analyzem software).

Image analysis
The stereological methods employed have
been described in detail elsewhere.'s'0 MR
images were transferred to a Sun Sparc 2
workstation (Sun Microsystems) using AnaThe purpose of this study was to determine the lyzeTM software (Biomedical Imaging Reoptimum MR scanning technique for imaging sources, Mayo Foundation) for image analysis.
The boundaries of the muscle group were
the quadriceps muscle and to obtain a basic
data set which could be analysed to determine identified on each image. A regular array of
the optimum sampling intensity for estimating crosses (test system) (fig 1A) was superimmuscle volume to a predefined level of posed upon each image, with random orientaprecision using the Cavalieri method. To tion. The number of occasions (P.) on which a
achieve this, more sections than would typi- test point lay within the boundary of the muscally be required for a volume estimate were cle was noted (fig 1B).
At each anatomical level, Matheron's forobtained.
mula (equation Al in the appendix) was used
to predict the coefficient of error (CE) in the
Subject, materials, and method
A single female subject, aged 24 years, was volume estimate." 21 The data were used to plot
scanned after giving informed consent. A 1.5 T a graph (fig 2) relating the CE to the number of
Signa whole body imaging system (General sections required through the quadriceps musElectric, Milwaukee, WI, USA) was employed cle to achieve a known precision. The greater
to acquire all MR images. Imaging parameters the number of sections through the muscle, the
included: fast spin echo (FSE); T, weighted lower the CE. Any method used for estimating
sequence (repetition time 500 ms, echo time muscle volume must be sensitive to small
17 ms) used to optimise anatomical detail; fre- changes in muscle bulk. A CE suited to the
quency bandwidth 16 kHz; 48 cm field of view estimation of human muscle volume has been
(FOV); matrix size 256 x 192; number of exci- reported as 5%.22 Figure 2 demonstrates that
tations 2.0; 10 mm slice thickness; distance seven sections through the quadriceps muscle
between sections 15 mm; acquisition time 12 are required to achieve a CE of 4-5%.
To determine the contribution to error of
minutes.
A series of parallel axial sections of the left point counting, a square grid was superimlower limb were obtained from the anterior posed with random position on each section.'9
superior iliac spine to the knee. Images were The number of intersections between the grid
acquired with the subject supine and with the lines and the boundary of the muscle on each
limb in a position of neutral abduction and section were counted. A reasonable prediction
slight internal rotation. The quadriceps muscle of the point counting contribution can be
was relaxed during the acquisitions. The basic made using equation A2 (see the appendix).
These data were used to construct a nomodata set comprised 27 sections.

Methods

PRELIMINARY STUDY: OPTIMISATION OF THE
SAMPLING DESIGN FOR THE UNBIASED
ESTIMATION OF QUADRICEPS MUSCLE VOLUME
WITH A KNOWN PRECISION BY MRI
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through the thigh are required with 100 points
being counted in total.

12

MAIN STUDY: COMPARISON OF ULTRASOUND AND
MRI IN THE QUANTIFICATION OF THE HUMAN
QUADRICEPS FEMORIS MUSCLE

L-

o

8

a)

Subjects
Ten healthy volunteers participated in the
study, after giving their written informed
consent (six men, age range 19-34 years, and
four women, age range 19-41 years). The left
thigh was studied. There was no history of
injury or pathology affecting the left thigh or
lower limb and no history of neuromuscular
disorders.

0

Figure 2 The CE for a
given number ofsections
through the quadriceps
muscle. The arrow indicates
that to achieve a coefficient
of error of 4-5%, which is
suited to muscle assessment,
seven sections through the
thigh are required.
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(fig 3), which permits a rapid prediction
of the point counting contribution to the CE
for a volume estimate of the quadriceps muscle
and other muscles of similar shape. To achieve
an error contribution from point counting of
less than 3% for seven sections through the
muscle, approximately 100 points should be
counted in total for all sections through the
muscle. The CE limit of 3% has been judged to
be small enough for practical purposes. If the
total CE of the Cavalieri volume estimate for a
muscle is for example 6%, then a 3% contribution from point counting amounts to (3/6)2
which equals one quarter of the total error
variance, the remaining three quarters being
due to section variation.'
In summary, to achieve a 4-5% CE for a volume estimate of the quadriceps, seven sections
gram
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Acquisition of ultrasound data
Ultrasound imaging was performed immediately before MRI. All ultrasound images were
acquired using a Technicare EDP 1200 static
B-mode scanner (Technicare). Transducer frequency was 5 MHz and the depth gain
compensation was adjusted to optimise image
quality. Hard copy images were recorded on a
Sony video printer.
Each subject was scanned in the supine position with the limb fully extended, in neutral
abduction and with slight internal rotation, so
that the medial and lateral malleoli of the tibia
and fibula respectively were equidistant from
the couch. Axial images were acquired with the
muscle relaxed using a direct-contact compound scanning technique. A hard copy image
of each section was obtained for image
analysis.
The cross sectional area of the quadriceps
femoris was estimated at the junction of the
proximal one third and the distal two thirds of
the thigh (fig 4A).
To achieve a CE of 4-5% for the volume
estimate, seven parallel axial sections through
the thigh were obtained with a distance
between slice centres (T) of 5 cm, and 100
points were counted in total, as determined in
the preliminary study. To ensure that the
volume estimate was unbiased, it was essential
that the imaging sequence did not commence
at the same anatomical level (for example, the
greater trochanter) in each subject. The first
section was therefore randomly located within
the interval 0 to T cm (fig 5).

0-0c
C

Acquisition of MR1 data
Images were acquired using the equipment and
scanning sequence outlined in the preliminary
study (acquisition time for seven sections was 3
minutes 19 seconds). Sections were obtained
at the anatomical levels defined in the ultrasound study, with the subject in a comparable
position (fig 4B).
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Figure 3 Nomogram for a rapid assessment of the contribution of point counting to the
CE for a Cavalieri estimate of the volume of the quadriceps femoris muscle. The vertical
line demonstrates that approximately 100 points in total should be counted to ensure that
the contribution to error from point counting is 3%.

Image analysis
The cross sectional area and volume of the
muscle was estimated for both imaging modalities for each subject.
Point counting was applied to estimate the
cross sectional area of the muscle at each site.
The test system was applied manually for the
ultrasound analysis, and a computer generated
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and 2.9 cm2 for the ultrasound and MRI
estimates respectively.

est2V = T()M2 (PI + P2 + P3.......... Pm)

(2)

where est2V is the unbiased estimate of volume
(cm3), T is the distance between sections
through the quadriceps (5 cm), (a/p) is the test
area per test point (cm2), M is the linear magnification in the image, and P1, P2 , P3 ...........
Pm are the number of occasions on which a test
point falls within the defined muscle boundary
of the muscle in 1 st, 2nd, 3rd, and mth
sections.

Figure 4 Ultrasound and
MR images through the
thigh of a single subject
demonstrating the
musculature.

test system was generated by the Arialyze program for the MRI analysis.

Estimation of muscle cross sectional are
The cross sectional area (estAi) for e
was estimated using equation (1):

~ach image

estAi = (a) M 2pi

(1)
where estAi is an unbiased estim ate of the
muscle section area (cm2), (a/p) is thie test area
per test point (cm2)-that is, the sqi ueare of the
distance between the test points (d' a)(fig 1tA)
M is the linear magnification fact )or for the
image and Pi is the number of oc casions on
which a test point falls within the dtefined area
of the muscle boundary on each secition
The values for test area per testipon nt
corrected for image magnification wetre 2.8 cm2
Tc

Knee

0 cm
Greater
trochanter
Figure 5 The Cavalieri method for volume estimation. Sections through the
obtained at constant intervals (T). The first section is randomly located within the interval
0 to Tcm.
,

Results
Table 1 summarises the cross sectional areas
and volume estimates for both imaging modalities and each subject. A Wilcoxon matched
pairs signed ranks test was applied to the data
for the cross sectional area and volume
estimates for ultrasound and MRI respectively.
There was no significant difference in the cross
sectional area (P = 0.7) or volume estimates (P
= 0.5) when ultrasound and MRI were
compared (the level of significance was taken
as P<0.05).
LIMITS OF AGREEMENT

Bland and Altman23 reported the appropriate
statistical analysis for assessing the agreement
between two methods of clinical measurement.
This type of analysis should be undertaken to
establish whether the new technique agrees
sufficiently with an established technique, such
that the new technique might replace the old.
These authors suggested that data from
method comparison studies are often inappropriately analysed, notably by the use of correlation coefficients and regression analysis. The
limits of agreement method of analysis has
therefore been used in the analysis of the data
from
study. difference between the ultraThethispaired
sound and MRI estimates for each subject are
plotted against their mean for quadriceps cross
sectional areas and volumes respectively (figs
6A and 6B). The mean difference indicates the
bias of the lack of agreement between the two
methods. The mean difference between the
ultrasound and MRI estimates of muscle cross
sectional area was -0.49 cm2. This constitutes
only 0.8% of the typical cross sectional area of
the quadriceps muscle (60.57 cm2). The mean
difference between the ultrasound and MRI
estimates of volume was 36.85 cm3, which constitutes 2.2% of the overall volume of a typical
quadriceps muscle (1659.23 cm3). These
differences between methods are not considered to be relevant in clinical practice. The
limits of agreement (± 1.96 SD about the mean
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Estimation of muscle volume
The Cavalieri method was used to estimate
muscle volume (V) (fig 5). The volume of the
muscle for each subject was estimated using
equation (2):
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Table I Estimates of cross sectional area (CSA) and volume for the left quadriceps muscle
by MR and ultrasound (US) imaging
MR CSA (cm2)

US CSA (cm2)

MR volume (cm3)

US volume (c

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

72.5
63.8
46.4
66.7
69.6
46.4
49.3
72.5
58.0
58.0

72.8
72.8
47.6
67.2
72.8
50.4
47.6
64.4
56.0
56.5

1841.5
1827.0
1305.0
1943.0
1798.0
1392.0
1334.0
2146.0
1725.5
1464.5

1876
1960
1344
1890
1778
1330
1456
1806
1596
1372

No significant difference (Wilcoxon matched pairs signed ranks test, P > 0.05) between tlhe two
methods for measurement of both cross sectional area and volume.

difference) were -9.27 and 8.39 cm2 forr the
cross sectional area estimates and -232.2E and
305.98 cm3 for the volume estimates.
Figure 6B demonstrates a single outlier but
despite this the limits are small enougih
either the MRI method or the ultras
ctice
method to be reliably used in clinical pra(ctice.

ufor

Discussion
The MRI technique for the unbiased qua[ntification of the human quadriceps muscle has
been defined and shown to be a relliable
alternative to static B-mode ultrasound iimaging for muscle morphometry. There wais no
,
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Subject

significant difference between the cross sectional area and volume estimates when the two
imaging modalities were compared (P>0.05).
The nomograms produced in the preliminary study (figs 2 and 3) may be referred to for
optimisation of the sampling design for volume
estimates of the quadriceps muscle by MRI
and ultrasound, in conjunction with stereology.
Since such nomograms remain constant for a
given family of shapes they may also be applied
to the estimation of volume for other skeletal
muscles of similar shape.
MRI is recognised as the most appropriate
imaging modality for muscle morphometry
and has the advantage that it does not expose
the subject to ionising radiation and is considered to be safe at the field strength defined in
this study.24 25 The soft tissue contrast is
superior to that produced by any other imaging
modality.'0 The anatomy demonstrated on MR
images of the quadriceps muscle compares
favourably with that demonstrated on corresponding anatomical macroslices. The individual thigh muscles are more clearly delineated in the MR images when compared with
the corresponding ultrasound images, thus
permitting accurate estimation of cross sectional area and volume (figs 4A and 4B). The
vessels and nerves in the thigh can also be seen
by MRI and excluded from the measurements.
It is not possible for such structures to be
clearly identified on the ultrasound images,
and this may contribute to error in the
ultrasound estimates. It has been suggested
that MRI is the imaging modality of choice for
the assessment of muscle injuries resulting
from sport and for the assessment and
monitoring of high performance athletes during training and rehabilitation programmes.2627
MR examinations are considered expensive
and time consuming in comparison with many
other imaging modalities. The development of
faster scan sequences has reduced image
acquisition times. MRI scanning was rapid in
this experimental situation, the seven T,
weighted images required for a volume estimate being obtained in only 3 minutes 19 seconds. This acquisition time is shorter than that
for the corresponding ultrasound technique,
which was typically ten minutes per subject for
this study. The images required for the volume
estimate can be obtained in a single acquisition
using multislice acquisition techniques. This
minimises the scanning time required for a
subject, making the technique less prohibitively
expensive. However, access to MRI equipment
for muscle morphometry may be restricted by
the high clinical workload which is common on
MRI systems.
Analysis of MR images did require the use of
an expensive piece of hardware and a software
package. However, images can be transferred
to the workstation and analysed rapidly, with
the typical image analysis time being ten
minutes per muscle for a volume estimate. It
would be possible to undertake volume estimation on the MR images without computer
assistance, as was performed on the ultrasound
images; however, this would not facilitate data
processing to construct figs 2 and 3.
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1985;1:71-6.

Conclusion
Unbiased quantification of the human quadriceps muscle can be achieved with a known precision using MRI in conjunction with stereology. It can be used to assess and monitor
muscle bulk and is now a reliable and superior
alternative to static B-mode ultrasound for this
purpose.
We are grateful for the assistance of the radiographers from the
Magnetic Resonance and Image Analysis Research Centre,
Professor D A Brodie for providing access to the ultrasound
equipment, and Mr J R Bridson for his advice on the ultrasound

study.

1969;44:63-6.

Appendix
Matheron's formula (equation Al) is used to
determine the CE for the volume estimate for a
variable number of sections."52' A graph (fig 2)
can then be plotted to determine the number
of sections through the muscle required to estimate its volume with a known precision.
CE = (estV) = (I A) [i
m-1

m-2

+

(31 A7 +
=

AtA,,+2-41 A~iAl

/2 (Al)

where CE is the coefficient of error for the volume estimate and A is the section area
obtained from image analysis (cm2).
The contribution of point counting to the
CE for a volume estimate is given by:

CE2(
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